Who’s Who in Students for One Health (SOH)

One Health International Association of Nanjing Agricultural University

1. Organization/ Group Name and website url, Facebook, Twitter:
   Organization: One Health International Association of Nanjing Agricultural University
   Website: Wechat Official Account: 万物健康 OneHealth

2. SOH group unique email address for sustained communications:
   onehealthnau@foxmail.com

3. Officers / Key Collaborators / Participants and contact information (Email address,
   Telephone, and if they agree to share contact information on this posting in case One Health
   stakeholders want to contact them)

   Name: Gigi Wang (Ms-President)
   Contact: gigi.wang547@foxmail.com (Agree to share contact information)

   Name: Zou Yuntong (Ms-Secretary)
   Contact: zouyuntong0@gmail.com (Agree to share contact information)

4. Address of SOH Group
   N/A

5. Sources of funding for Group
   N/A currently

6. Your One Health Activities/Initiatives

One Health Day

Description: some significant activities related to One Health concept are held on November 3rd.
   These activities focus on popularizing One Health concept through offline promotion and
   online publicity carried out by student members of One Health International Association at
   Nanjing Agriculture University.
**Lunch Time Challenge**

Description: Lunch Time Challenge aims at cultivating critical thinking and interdisciplinary cooperation, as well as problem-based learning through lectures and activities or presentations given by teams which made up of 6 or 7 students from different majors and grades.

**Workshop**

Description: Guest speakers are invited to give lectures on One Health and One Health related topics.

**Contact:** onehealthnau@foxmail.com  
**Link:** N/A currently

**7. Brief History of Your Organization’s One Health Involvement**

The One Health International Association of Nanjing Agriculture University was founded in 2014 by a group of undergraduates who went to the University of California, Davis for a short visit. Our association is now made up of students from different grades and a variety of majors including veterinary medicine, environmental science, business, etc. We focus on promoting interdisciplinary efforts, as well as popularizing One Health concept through both offline promotion and online publicity with a goal of making a difference for a better world.

**8. Supporting Faculty**

**BENNIE I. OSBURN**  
DVM, PhD, Dipl. ACVP  
Dean Emeritus, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC Davis, Director of Outreach and Training, Western Institute for Food Safety and Security, UC Davis

**CHRIS BRUNNER**  
Communications and International Programs Director, Western Institute for Food Safety and Security, UC Davis

**9. Additional Information**

The One Health International Association embodies countless efforts and thoughts of many undergraduates and graduates at Nanjing Agriculture University. Our association gathered a group of magnificent students who have a great passion for One Health concept and are willing to make a difference for a better world. We would like to share powerful messages related to One Health with people the world over.